The aim of the paper is to present Hermite-type multiwavelets satisfying the vanishing moment property with respect to elements in the space spanned by exponentials and polynomials. Such functions satisfy a two-scale relation which is level-dependent as well as the corresponding multiresolution analysis. An important feature of the associated filters is the possibility of factorizing their symbols in terms of the so-called cancellation operator. A family of biorthogonal multiwavelet system possessing the above property and obtained from a Hermite subdivision scheme reproducing polynomial and exponential data is finally introduced.
Introduction
It is well-known that multiwavelets generalize classical wavelets in the sense that the corresponding multiresolution analysis is generated by translates and dilates of not just one but several functions. These functions can be assembled in a vector, also known as multi-scaling function, satisfying a vector refinement equation, whose coefficients are matrices rather than scalars (see [15] for an overview on the topic). Such generalization can result in some advantages connected to the possibility of constructing bases, for example, with short support and high approximation order. Nevertheless, the approximation order properties cannot be exploited directly in practical implementations, because they do not imply a corresponding discrete polynomial preservation/cancellation property on the filters side. This results in combining the discrete multiwavelet transform with computationally costly pre-processing and postprocessing steps [2, 11] , unless full-rank filters [10, 4, 5] or balanced multiwavelets [1, 16] are used. Also, except these cases, no easy factorization of the symbol as in the scalar situation can be considered. This paper deals with multiwavelets of Hermite-type, connected with multi-scaling function vectors whose elements satisfy Hermite conditions. In particular, we are interested in multiwavelet filters which provide not only polynomial but also exponential data cancellation. We thus use a notion of vanishing moment which extends the one usually given, which refers just to polynomials. This generalized property assures certain compression capabilities of the wavelet system also in the case where the given data exhibit transcendental features. Wavelets possessing such property have already been studied for example in [21] in a scalar framework. The vector context offers the advantage of providing a higher number of vanishing moments together with a short support. Hermite-type multiwavelets allow, in addition, to express the cancellation property as the factorization of the wavelet filter in terms of the so-called annihilator or cancellation operator introduced in [6] in the context of the study of Hermite subdivision schemes. These are level-dependent schemes acting on vector data representing function values and consecutive derivatives up to a certain order (see, for example, [8, 9, 13, 12, 17] ). In [6, 7] some conditions have been proved connected to the preservation of elements in the (polynomial and exponential) space spanned by 1, x, . . . , x p , e ±λ1x , · · · , e ±λrx , with p, r ∈ N. In particular the preservation property allows the factorization of the subdivision operator in terms of a minimal annihilator.
Our idea is to exploit the close connection between subdivision schemes and wavelet analysis to study biorthogonal multiwavelet filters of Hermite type, in the sense that the underlying multi-scaling function is associated to Hermite subdivision schemes. In particular, we show how, given a Hermite subdivision operator based on a level-dependent mask A
[n] , satisfying the V d,Λ -spectral condition, in the sense specified later, it is always possible to complete it to a biorthogonal system, where the wavelet filter possess the desired polynomial/exponential cancellation property. In particular, we focus on a special construction of Hermite-type multiwavelet biorthogonal systems, based on an MRA realized from the interpolatory subdivision scheme provided in [7] . Such an MRA is generated by a level-dependent vector refinable function which turns out to be a generalization of the well-known Hermite (or finite element) multi-scaling function proposed, for example, by Strang and Strela in [20] .
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we fix the notation and present some basic facts about level-dependent (nonstationary) multiresolution analyses of L 2 (R) and related discrete wavelet transforms. In Section 3 we provide some details and properties of Hermite subdivision schemes preserving exponential and polynomial data. A construction of the Hermite multiwavelets from such schemes is proposed in Section 4, and a factorization result is formulated. Finally, in Section 5 we give an example of our construction, based on an explicitly given family of Hermite subdivision possessing preservation properties. Some conclusions are drawn in Section 5.
Preliminaries and basic facts
Let r (Z) and r×r (Z), respectively, denote the spaces of all vector-valued and matrix-valued sequences defined on Z.
A
2 (R) of spaces each spanned by the dilates and translates of a finite set of functions, which differs from level to level, that is, for d ∈ N,
Nonstationary MRAs, in the scalar case (d = 0), have been introduced, for example, in [3, 18] . For each n ∈ N, such functions can be arranged in a column vector
T . The dependency of two vector functions at different levels is given in terms of the level-dependent two-scale-relation
where the matrix-valued sequence
. In a biorthogonal setting those functions and spaces play the role of the primal scaling function vectors and decomposition spaces. From the point of view of filter banks the masks correspond to the low-pass filters in the decomposition.
Given a second level-dependent MRA ( V n : n ∈ N) generated by Φ if the following duality relations are satisfied
Let W n and W n denote the wavelet spaces at level n, that is, the complementary subspaces of V n in V n+1 and V n in V n+1 , respectively. Those spaces are generated by the shifts of the components of the vector-valued functions Ψ
[n] and Ψ [n] . Since, by construction, W n ⊂ V n+1 and W n ⊂ V n+1 there exist two matrix-valued masks
k .
The masks B
[n] , B
[n]
correspond to high-pass filters in the filter bank terminology.
The function vectors Ψ [n] and Ψ [n] represent the level-dependent multiwavelets associated to the scaling functions Φ [n] and Φ [n] if they fulfill the following biorthog-onality conditions:
for k ∈ Z, where 0 denotes the zero matrix. For a finitely supported mask A [n] ∈ r×r (Z), r ∈ N, the symbol is defined as
The duality relations (3), (4), and (5) can be expressed in terms of the some conditions on the symbols of the masks on the unit circle T := {z ∈ C : |z| = 1}, namely
where we have used the notation (
Starting from such sequence, a recursive scheme can be derived for computing all the coefficients involved in the decomposition
where L > 0 is fixed and P j , Q j represent the projection operators on the spaces V j , W j respectively. In fact, for example,
The wavelet coefficients can be computed analogously. By recursively applying the formulas, fixing L ≤ n, the decomposition scheme reads as
By using similar arguments, one can derive the reconstruction scheme
The following are equivalent ways to write the decomposition and reconstruction formulas, respectively:
and
As mentioned, there is a close connection with vector subdivision schemes. In particular, in (8) , the action of the low-pass reconstruction filter A [n] at each level is nothing else than the action of a vector subdivision operator S A [n] . This allows for efficient constructions of wavelet systems. In fact, given a subdivision operator satisfying some mild assumptions, the associated mask can be completed to a biorthogonal system. This completion, as we will see, is particularly straightforward if the scheme is interpolatory.
Hermite subdivision preserving exponentials and polynomials
Since our aim is to propose an MRA based on Hermite subdivision schemes, we recall some basic facts on such schemes, focusing on subdivision preserving exponential and polynomial data.
Let D be the diagonal matrix
An Hermite subdivision scheme S(A [n] : n ≥ 0) consists of the successive applications of level-dependent subdivision operators, which produce, starting from an initial sequence c [0] , sequences of sequences as
with the special assumption that, at each level, the sequence c [n] is related to the evaluations of some function and its derivatives up to order d on the grid 2 −n Z.
An Hermite scheme is said to be interpolatory if
j , or, on the symbol side,
In such a situation, all the even-indexed mask coefficients are zero matrices, except A 
, the special choice of delta sequences as initial data produces, in the limit, the so-called basic limit function of the Hermite subdivision scheme, that is the
In this case, all the schemes S( [12, 14] , show that the functions F [ ] are related by the refinement equations
The refinement property (12) is closely connected to the possibility of considering a level-dependent (nonstationary) Hermite multiresolution analysis, where each space V n is spanned by the translates of the functions φ [6] , Hermite schemes preserving elements of the space
for Λ := {λ 1 , . . . , λ r } with λ j ∈ C, j = 1, . . . , r, and d = p + 2r have been studied. In particular, this preservation property has been related to the factorization of the subdivision operator or, equivalently, of the corresponding symbol in terms of the socalled annihilator or cancellation operator. Such factorization turns out to be useful in deriving preservation and cancellation properties for the MRA based decomposition and reconstruction schemes presented in the previous section.
The polynomial and exponential preservation property is expressed in terms of the so-called V p,Λ -spectral condition, as in [6] , in the sense that the subdivision operator S A [n] satisfies:
where for f ∈ C d (R) we denote by v
f the vector sequence with
In terms of symbols, (13) reads as:
with v
f ;k z k . For standard Hermite schemes, i.e., schemes preserving only polynomials, it has been shown in [17] that the preservation property is related to the factorization of the symbol in terms of the so-called complete Taylor operator T p , whose symbol is given by
In [6] , a similar result for Hermite schemes preserving both polynomial and exponential data is given, in terms of the following convolution operator.
Definition 1. The level-n cancellation operator H
or, equivalently, in terms of symbols
More specifically, the following theorem has been proved.
Theorem 2. If the subdivision operator S A [n]
satisfies the V p,Λ -spectral condition, then there exists a finitely supported mask
or, in terms of symbols,
As shown in [6] , the level-n cancellation operator can be obtained as
where H p,Λ is the unique minimal operator whose symbol H *
has the following structure
and satisfies
The remaining blocks in (17) can be explicitly computed (see [6] for details). As an example, we give the expressions of H * p,Λ in the cases p = 0 and p = 1, considering only one pair of frequencies λ, −λ:
In [6] , it has also been proved that the operators H p,2 −n Λ reduce to Taylor operators as the frequencies tend to zero; as a consequence, the asymptotical behavior of such operators is easily found as
MRA based on Hermite subdivision
In this section we describe how to build multiresolution analyses associated to a convergent Hermite level-dependent scheme, where the subdivision operator plays the role of the reconstruction low-pass filter. If such operator has the polynomialexponential preservation property, then the wavelet decomposition filter can be easily constructed in order to cancel elements in the space V p,Λ .
Before going into the details of the discussion, let us give the vanishing moment definition for the wavelet filter with respect to the elements in the space V p,Λ .
Definition 3. A level-dependent multiwavelet analysis filter B
A nice property of such filters is that the symbol can be factorized in a straightforward way. In fact, since H
[n+1]
p,Λ , as defined in Section 3, is the minimal (convolution) annihilator for the elements in V p,Λ at the level n + 1, the following result follows.
Proposition 4. The filter B
satisfies the V p,Λ -vanishing moment condition if and only if there exists a finite filter
One possibility of constructing a biorthogonal multiwavelet analysis filter within an Hermite-type framework, with the property (21), is by taking the Hermite subdivision operator as reconstruction filter. Since its symbol satisfies the factorization
, if we impose the factorization (22), then it follows that the third of the biorthogonality conditions (6) is satisfied if and only if S(z) is chosen such that
A good alternative to this kind of procedure, is offered by Hermite interpolatory schemes, which allow an easier construction of an Hermite-type level-dependent MRA. Let S A [n] be the n-th level subdivision operator associated to a C d -convergent interpolatory Hermite subdivision scheme. As stated in Section 3, in this case, there exists a sequence of basic matrix limit functions (F [n] : n ≥ 0), whose first rows correspond to vector-valued functions
T satisfying the refinement relations (2) and the Hermite interpolatory conditions
with e j denoting the j-th coordinate vector. As in (1), they span a level-dependent MRA (V n : n ∈ N) for the space C 
The (multi)wavelet spaces W n can be defined as the complementary spaces of V n in V n+1 , and, from the decomposition formula
we can define the action of projection operator on W n as
It is now easy to find the filters involved in the discrete wavelet decomposition (7) and the reconstruction (8) scheme associated to such a MRA. Let f ∈ V n+1 = V n ⊕W n be given in terms of a (vector-valued) coefficient sequence (c
In order to find the coefficient sequence (c
we just compare the actions of the projection operators (23) on V n and V n+1 . We get
. Thus, the low-pass decomposition step consists of just subsampling the rescaled se-
: k ∈ Z) by a factor of 2. Using the symbol formalism, this is equivalent to the identity
In order to find the high-pass wavelet coefficients (d
k : k ∈ Z) involved in the representation of f in W n , we first observe that, in view of the refinability of the functions Φ
[n] and the above formula for the decomposition step, we have
Thus, we have
k , which produces the following formulas
So the wavelet coefficients are obtained by means of a convolution with the filter 2I − A [n] D −1 followed by a shift and subsampling. As to the reconstruction part, the coefficients in the finer space V n+1 are easily obtained as a sum of the upsampled (shifted) wavelet coefficients d
[n] and the coefficients generated by the subdivision operator S A [n] applied to c [n] .
Since in case of interpolatory Hermite subdivision schemes A
[n] 0 = D, the pair of decomposition filters, in terms of symbols, is given bỹ
while the reconstruction filters are
One can easily check that they satisfy the biorthogonality conditions. The previous arguments allow us to show that, starting from a Hermite subdivision operator S A [n] preserving polynomial/exponential data, one can always find a complete wavelet system where the high-pass filter involved in the decomposition has the property of canceling those polynomials and exponentials.
Proposition 5. Let A
[n] be the mask of an Hermite subdivision scheme satisfying the V p,Λ -spectral condition. Using A
[n] as low-pass synthesis filter, there exists a biorthogonal filter bank such that the symbol of the high-pass analysis filter B [n] satisfies the V p,Λ -vanishing moment condition.
Proof. The existence of the filter bank is already proven by the construction via the "prediction-correction" approach by taking A
[n] as the mask of an interpolatory Hermite subdivision. To check that the analysis wavelet filter annihilates the elements in the space V p,Λ , we fix c
f with f ∈ V p,Λ , n ≥ 0. We observe that, from (9), (25), (11) and (24),
which is identically zero because of the preservation property (14) 
The structure of the polynomial S [n] (z) is easily found. We get
where we use (25), (16) , and the following proposition.
Proposition 6. The symbol of the level-n cancellation operator H
p,Λ satisfies
Using (15), we have
Since
0 , we get
and, therefore,
. This gives us together with (27) and (26) that
Using the identity (24), we get
From (15) we know that
is the symbol of the minimal level-n cancellation operator, and, since supp
, there exists a constant matrix K such that
Comparison of (28) with
0 gives us that K = −D, which proves the proposition.
A family of interpolatory Hermite wavelets
We now derive a biorthogonal multiwavelet filter bank based on the polynomial and exponential reproducing Hermite subdivision scheme proposed in [7] , whose construction is briefly recalled.
Such a scheme has been realized by proving the existence and uniqueness of the solution to the Hermite interpolation problem T , ∈ {0, 1}, has been given in [7] .
The local Hermite interpolant of a generic vector-valued sequence of data f n
over the interval
is then evaluated at the midpoints, producing an Hermite subdivision scheme whose n-th level mask A
[n] is given by It is worthwhile to observe that, in the limit, such mask coincides with the mask of the Hermite B-splines of degree 2d + 1.
Let us now restrict to the case p = 0 and r = 1. The basis functions produce, for each n, a function vector supported on [−1, 1], which satisfies a level-dependent refinement equation as in (2) with coefficients given by the mask A [n] . Such vector, at the level n = 0, has components explicitly given by: where we have set C(t) := cosh(t) and S(t) := sinh(t). The substitution λ → λ2
−n
gives the function at a generic level n. In Fig. 1 the components of Φ [0] are shown, corresponding to two different values of λ. 
